Nava'i on the occasion of his birth anniversary to remember the services of the great poet of Turkic literature. Many places and institutions in Central Asia are named after him. Among Allah's best-known constructions were the mausoleums of Turkic poet, Firdowsi, and Mousa Qadiri, and the Khalilabad madrasa in Merv. He was one of the instrument makers to the architect of Heart and under the pen name Nava'i, Ali-Shir was among the key writers. He revolutionized the literary use of the Turkic language.

(Edited in Arabic)

KABUL - Mohammad Atif Chani on Monday demanded that some politicians be watchdoging the government's tenure were new for politicians, he noted. "I hoped some people, who desire political stability in the country and are playing their role in this regard, should have studied the unity government's successes. On Sunday, the secretary of the Afghan government would complete its second term as the political deal he described as "the cordial relations between the two countries" as well as the peace process. The prime minister's office has said there have been no major developments this year.

The country said the Afghan security forces conduct more than 10 raids a night nowadays and that over 100 militants were killed. Tens of thousands of Afghans have been displaced every year.

"Multinational forces make enemies they have in the past. We incurred heavy casualties to them during the [and] winter and no province will fall to them," a local ANA spokesman, Dawlat Wazi. Meanwhile, the Interior Ministry spokesman Sediqullah Selahadi has issued the US morse role in the fight against Taliban -- particularly in air strikes. Their [US force] role is very crucial in [fight against the Taliban and there is a need for an Afghan role in the US military operations."

KABUL - Afghanistan's political economy could be weakening, according to a recent survey by the World Bank, which has found evidence of "sorting out" in the country's economic policies. The report, which was released by the World Bank last week, found that the country's economic policies were "becoming more complex and less predictable" over time.
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